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Abstract This paper proposes Allocational Temporal Logic (AℓℓTL) as a formalism to
express properties concerning the dynamic allocation (birth) and de-allocation
(death) of entities, such as the objects in an object-based system. The logic is
interpreted on History-Dependent Automata, extended witha symbolic repre-
sentation for certain cases of unbounded allocation. The paper also presents a
simple imperative language with primitive statements for (de)allocation, with an
operational semantics, to illustrate the kind of behaviourthat can be modelled.
The main contribution of the paper is a tableau-based model checking algorithm
for AℓℓTL, along the lines of Lichtenstein and Pnueli’s algorithm for LTL.

1. Introduction

One of the aspects of computation that state-of-the-art model checking does not
deal with very well is that of dynamicallocationanddeallocation(birth and death) of
entities. This is especially true if the number of entities is not known beforehand, or
even unbounded. Though there are now calculi (such as theπ-calculus [15]) that can
express the generation of fresh names, as well as models (such as History-Dependent
automata [16]) that can describe both the birth and the deathof entities, what has been
missing so far is a logic where these concepts are captured asprimitives; a logic that
should be as fundamental to reasoning about dynamic allocation as standard proposi-
tional logic is to reasoning about a fixed state space.

An attempt to formulate such a logic is presented in this paper. Calledalloca-
tional temporal logic(AℓℓTL), it has the following features:(i) Entity variablesx, y,
interpreted by a mapping to the entities existing (i.e.,alive) in a given state. The inter-
pretation ispartial: a variable not mapped onto an existing entity stands for an entity
that hasdied. (ii) Entity equationsx = y (wherex, y are entity variables), asserting
thatx andy refer to the same entity. This cannot hold if eitherx or y has died; hence
the entity equations express apartial equivalenceof entity variables (symmetric and
transitive, but not reflexive).(iii) Entity quantification∃x.φ, which holds in a given
state ifφ holds for some interpretation ofx, provided thatx is alive. (iv) A predicate
x new to express that the entity referred to byx is fresh, i.e., newly born. In addition,
AℓℓTL has the standard LTL temporal operators.
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The logic is interpreted overhigh-level allocational B̈uchi automata(HABA) which
extend HD-automata [16] with a predicate for theunboundednessof (the number of
entities in) a state, and with a (generalised) Büchi acceptance condition.

Together with the logicAℓℓTL, the main contribution of this paper is that the
model-checking problem forAℓℓTL is shown to be decidable. In particular, we present
a tableau-based model-checking algorithm that decides whether a givenAℓℓTL-for-
mula holds for a given HABA. Our algorithm extends the tableau-based algorithm for
LTL [14]. To the best of our knowledge, this yields the first approach to effectively
model-check models with an unbounded number of entities. This is of particular inter-
est to e.g. the verification of object-oriented systems in which the number of objects
is typically not known in advance and may be unbounded. Furthermore, reasoning
about (de)allocation of fresh names is relevant also in relation to privacyandlocality
as discussed in, e.g., [1, 5, 15].
Organisation of the paper. This paper introduces the logic (Section 2) and HABA
(Section 3), as well as a simple imperative language, featuring statements for the al-
location and deallocation of entities, with an operationalsemantics in terms of HABA
(Section 4). The latter provides an intuition about the sortof behaviour that HABA
can model. The main contribution of the paper is the proof ofAℓℓTL model checking
property (Section 5). A discussion about related and futurework completes the paper
(Section 6). Proofs are reported in the long version of this paper [9].

2. Allocational temporal logic

Syntax. Let LVar be a countable set of logical variables ranged over byx, y, z, and
Ent be a countable set of entities ranged over bye, e′, e1, . . .. Allocational Tempo-
ral Logic (AℓℓTL) is an extension of propositional LTL [17] that allows existential
quantification over logical variables that can denote entities, or may be undefined. For
x ∈ LVar , the syntax ofAℓℓTL is defined by the following grammar:

φ ::= x new | x dead | x = x | ∃x.φ |¬φ | φ ∨ φ | Xφ | φUφ

The operators have the following intuitive meaning. Formulax new holds if the entity
denoted byx is new in the current state. Formulax dead holds if the entity denoted
by x has died. Formulax = y holds if variablesx andy denote the same entity in the
current state;x = x is violated ifx is undefined, i.e., ifx does not denote any entity.
∃x.φ is valid in the current state if there exists an entity for whichφ holds if assigned
to x. X (next) andU (until) are the standard LTL operators. We denotex 6= y for
¬(x = y), x alive for ¬(x dead), andx old for x alive∧ ¬(x new). The other boolean
connectives and temporal operatorsF (eventually) andG (always) are standard.

Semantics. An allocational sequenceσ is an infinite sequence of sets of entities
E0E1E2 · · · whereEi ⊆ Ent , for i ∈ N. Let σi = EiEi+1 · · · . For givenσ, Eσ

i

denotes the set of entities in thei-th state ofσ. The semantics ofAℓℓTL-formulae
is defined by a satisfaction relationσ,N, θ |= φ whereσ is an allocational sequence,
N ⊆ Eσ

0 is the set of entities that is initially new, andθ : LVar ⇀ Ent is a partial
valuation of the free variables inφ. LetNσ

i denote the set of new entities in statei,
i.e.,Nσ

0 = N andNσ
i+1 = Eσ

i+1\E
σ
i , and letθσ

i : LVar ⇀ Ent denote the valuation
at statei, whereθσ

i (x) = θ(x) if θ(x) ∈ Eσ
k for all k 6 i, and is undefined otherwise.
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The condition avoids that contradictions like∃x.X(x dead ⇒ Xx alive) are fulfilled.
Note that once a logical variable is mapped to an entity, thenthis association remains
alongσ unless the entity dies, i.e., is deallocated. Thereafter, although the entity may
be reallocated, the logical variable remains undefined. Thesatisfaction relation|= is
defined as follows:

σ,N, θ |= x new iff x ∈ dom(θ) andθ(x) ∈ N
σ,N, θ |= x dead iff x /∈ dom(θ)
σ,N, θ |= x = y iff x, y ∈ dom(θ) andθ(x) = θ(y)
σ,N, θ |= ∃x.φ iff ∃e ∈ Eσ

0 : σ,N, θ{e/x} |= φ
σ,N, θ |= ¬φ iff σ,N, θ 2 φ
σ,N, θ |= φ ∨ ψ iff either σ,N, θ |= φ or σ,N, θ |= ψ
σ,N, θ |= Xφ iff σ1, Nσ

1 , θ
σ
1 |= φ

σ,N, θ |= φUψ iff ∃i : (σi, Nσ
i , θ

σ
i |= ψ and∀j < i : σj , Nσ

j , θ
σ
j |= φ).

Here,θ{e/x} is defined as:θ{e/x}(x) = e andθ{e/x}(y) = θ(y) for y 6= x.

Example 2.1. Properties concerning dynamic allocation and de-allocation can be for-
malised inAℓℓTL. For example, formulaG(∀x.∀y.∀z.(x = y ∨ x = z ∨ y = z)) as-
serts that the number of entities that are alive never exceeds 2, whileG((F∃x.x new)∧
∀x.X(x alive)) states that the number of entities that are alive grows unboundedly. As
a more involved example,

x aliveU ∃y.(y new ∧ (x aliveU ∃z.(z new ∧ y 6= z ∧ x alive)))

states that beforex is deallocated, two new entities will be allocated. Note that for-
mulas likeG(x dead ⇒ X(x dead)), stating that entities cannot be allocated once they
are de-allocated, andX(x dead ∨ x old) are tautologies.

Folded allocational sequences.In AℓℓTL-formulae, entities can only be addressed
through logical variables and valuations of variables (i.e., entities) can only be com-
pared in the same state. These observations allow a reallocation (re-denomination)
of entities from one state to its next state, as long as this isdone injectively. For
E,E′ ⊆ Ent , areallocationλ fromE toE′ is a partial injective functionλ : E ⇀ E′.
A folded allocational sequenceis an infinite alternating sequenceE0λ0E1λ1 · · · ,
whereλi is a reallocation fromEi to Ei+1 for i > 0. We writeλσ

i for the reallo-
cation function ofσ in statei. Note that for folded allocational sequenceσ,Nσ

0 = N ,
andNσ

i+1 = Eσ
i+1\cod(λσ

i ). Similarly, θσ
0 = θ andθσ

i+1 = λσ
i ◦ θσ

i . Thus, entitye
is considered to be deallocated ife 6∈ dom(λ). Using these adapted definitions ofN
andθ, a satisfaction relation forAℓℓTL can be defined in terms of folded allocational
sequences precisely in the same way as above. The two kinds ofsequences are equiv-
alent models forAℓℓTL-formulae [9]. The use of reallocations yields a local notion
of entity identity that in turn allows minimisation of models [16].

3. High-level Allocational Büchi automata

In this section, we introduce an extension of (generalised)Büchi automata. High-
level Allocational Büchi automata (HABA) generate foldedallocational sequences
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and are inspired by History-Dependent automata [16]. HABA are basically Büchi
automata where to each state a set of entities is associated.These entities, in turn,
serve as valuation of logical (entity) variables.

Let ∞ /∈ Ent be a special, distinguished entity, calledblack hole. Its role will be-
come clear later on. We denoteE∞ = E ∪{∞} for arbitraryE ⊆ Ent . Furthermore,
for E,E1 ⊆ Ent , a∞-reallocation is a partial functionλ : E∞ ⇀ E∞

1 such that
λ(e) = λ(e′) 6= ∞ ⇒ e = e′ for all e, e′ ∈ E and∞ ∈ dom(λ) ⇒ λ(∞) = ∞.
That is,λ is injective when mapping away from∞ and preserves∞.

Definition 3.1. A High-level Allocational B̈uchi Automaton(HABA) H is a tuple
〈X,Q,E,−→, I,F〉 with

X ⊆ LVar a finite set of logical variables;

Q a (possibly infinite) set of states;

E : Q → 2Ent × B, a function that associates to each stateq ∈ Q a finite set
Eq of entities and a predicateBq which holds iff there is a bounded number of
entities inq.

−→⊆ Q× (Ent∞ ⇀ Ent∞)×Q, such that forq −→λ q
′, λ is an∞-reallocation

fromE∞
q toE∞

q′ with (i) ∞ ∈ dom(λ) iff Eq = (E, ff) andEq′ = (E′, ff), and
(ii) ∞ ∈ cod(λ) ⇒ Eq′ = (E′, ff).

I : Q ⇀ 2Ent × (X ⇀ Ent) a partial function yielding for every initial state
q ∈ dom(I) aninitial valuation(N, θ), whereN ⊆ Eq is a finite set of entities,
andθ : X ⇀ Eq is a partial valuation of the variables inX ;

F ⊆ 2Q a set of sets of accept states.

We writeq −→λ q′ for (q, λ, q′) ∈ −→. We adopt the generalised Büchi acceptance
condition, i.e,ρ = q0λ0q1λ1q2 · · · is a run of HABA H if qi −→λ qi+1 for all i ∈ N

and|{i|qi ∈ F}| = ω for all F ∈ F . PredicateBq holds in stateq iff the number of
entities inq is bounded (denoted⌈q⌉). An unbounded stateq (denoted⌊q⌋), possesses
the distinguished entity∞ that represents all entities that may be added toq. High-
level stateq thus represents all possible (concrete) states obtained from q by adding a
finite number of entities toEq. If a transition to stateq′ maps entities onto the black
hole∞, these entities cannot be distinguished anymore from thereon. Moreover, if
q −→λ q′, entities in the black hole are either preserved (if⌊q′⌋), or are destroyed (if
⌈q′⌉). The black hole thus allows to abstract from the identity ofentities if these are
not relevant anymore. The initial valuation(N, θ) associated to an initial state facil-
itates the generation of models forAℓℓTL-formulae. This is shown in the following
definition that formalises the correspondence between runsof the HABA and folded
allocational sequences.

Definition 3.2. A run ρ = q0λ0q1λ1 · · · of HABA H = 〈X,Q,E,−→, I,F〉 gener-
atesan allocation triple(σ,N, θ), whereσ = E0λ

σ
0E1λ

σ
1 · · · is a folded allocational

sequence, if there is agenerator, i.e., a family of functionsφi : Ei → E∞
qi

satisfying
for all i > 0:

1. ∀e, e′ ∈ Ei. (φi(e) = φi(e
′) 6= ∞ ⇒ e = e′) 4. λi ◦ φi = φi+1 ◦ λ

σ
i

2. ∀e ∈ Ei+1. (φi+1(e) = ∞ ⇒ e ∈ cod(λσ
i )) 5. Eqi

⊆ cod(φi)
3. ⌈qi⌉ ⇒ (∀e ∈ Ei : φi(e) 6= ∞) 6. I(q0) = (φ0(N), φ0 ◦ θ)
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In the previous definition, notice the difference between∞-reallocationsλi of HABA
transitions and reallocationsλσ

i of folded allocational sequenceσ. Let runs(H) denote
the set of runs ofH andL(H) = {(σ,N, θ) | ∃ρ ∈ runs(H) : ρ generates(σ,N, θ)}.

Example 3.3. The picture just below depicts a HABA withX = {x, y}. Squares
denote bounded states, (large) circles denote unbounded states, small circles denote
entities, and accept states have a double boundary. Here forsimplicity we assume
|F| = 1. Dashed arrows indicate∞-reallocations. In initial states, dotted lines repre-
sentθ, and filled circles denote new entities. Inq1, variablex denotes (old) entitye1,
while y is undefined. Entitye3 in stateq2 represents the same entity ase1 in q1, while

q2

e1 e1

e3

q1

q3

x

y

e3

q4

∞

λ12

λ22

λ13

λ33

λ44

λ14

e1

e3

e1 (in q2) represents a new entity. Run
q1λ12(q2λ22)

ω generates sequences where the
initial entity dies after the second state, while
the new entity created in the second state will
be alive forever. After the second state, at ev-
ery step, a new entity is created and it will be
alive only in one state. Runq1λ14(q4λ44)

ω

generates sequences where the entity in the ini-
tial state dies immediately. Onceq4 is reached,
a new entitye3 is created at every step, and in
this run thus the number of entities grows un-
boundedly.

4. Programming allocation and deallocation

This section introduces a simple programming languageL capturing the essence of
allocation and deallocation. It is used for providing an intuition about the setup and
the sort of behaviour that can be modelled by HABA. The operational semantics forL
is defined using HABA as underlying model.

Syntax. ForPVar a set of program variables withv, vi ∈ PVar andPVar ∩LVar =
∅, the set of statements ofL is given by:

(p ∈)L ::= decl v1, . . . , vn : (s1 ‖ · · · ‖ sk)
(s ∈)Stat ::= new(v) | del(v) | v := v | skip | s; s | if b then s else s fi

| while b do s od

(b ∈)Bexp ::= v = v | b ∨ b | ¬b

A programp is a parallel composition of a finite number of statements preceded by
the declaration of a finite number of global variables.new(v) creates (i.e., allocates) a
new entity that will be referred to by the program variablev. The old value ofv is lost.
Thus, if v is the only variable that refers to entitye, say, then after the execution of
new(v), e cannot be referenced anymore. In particular,e cannot be deallocated any-
more. In other words, there is no automatic garbage collection. del(v) destroys (i.e.,
deallocates) the entity associated tov, and makesv undefined. The assignmentv := w
passes the reference held byw (if any) tov. Again, the entityv was referring to might
become unreferenced (for ever). Sequential composition, while, skip, and conditional
statement have the standard interpretation. For the sake ofsimplicity, new and del
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create and destroy, respectively, a single entity only; generalisations in which several
entities are considered simultaneously can be added in a straightforward manner.

Example 4.1. The following program, whereg(i) = (i+1) mod4, models the imple-
mentation of a naive solution to the dining philosopher problem:

DPhil ≡ decl v1, v2, v3, v4 : Ph1 ‖ Ph2 ‖ Ph3 ‖ Ph4) where
Phi ≡ while tt do if (vi alive ∧ vg(i) alive) then

del(vi); del(vg(i)); new(vi); new(vg(i)) else skip fi

od

The variablesvi andvg(i) represent the left and the right chopstick of philosopherPhi,
respectively. Ifvi andvg(i) are defined1, then the chopsticks are on the table. Taking
the chopsticks from the table is represented by destroying the corresponding entities,
while putting the chopsticks back on the table is modelled bycreating new entities.
Some properties that can possibly be satisfied by this program, stated inAℓℓTL, are:
FG(∀x.∀y.(x = y)), expressing that eventually there is only one chopstick on the table
(an inconsistency), orG(∀x.∀y.∀z.(x old∧y old∧ z old∧ (x = y∨x = z∨y = z))),
expressing that among the philosophers there exists a greedy impostor who always
eats and never thinks (an unfair computation).

Operational semantics. A (symbolic) semantics of our example language is given
in terms of HABA where entities are represented by a partial partition of a subset of
PVar ; that is, the setE of entities is of the form{X1, . . . , Xn} with Xi ⊆ PVar

andXi ∩ Xj = ∅ (for i 6= j). Note that we do not require
⋃

iXi = PVar which
would make it a full partitioning. Variablev is defined iffv ∈ Xi for somei. Then,
v refers to the entity represented by the setXi. Otherwise,v is undefined. Using this
approach, there is no need to represent (in a state) a mappingfrom the set of program
variables onto the entities.

Let Par denote the compound statements, i.e.,r(∈ Par ) ::= s | r ‖ s. The
semantics ofp = decl v1, . . . , vn : (s1 ‖ · · · ‖ sk) is the HABAHp = 〈∅, Q,E,→
, I,F〉 where

Q ⊆ Par × 22PVar

, i.e., a stateq = (r, E) consists of a compound statement
and a set of entities; we have⌊q⌋ iff ∅ ∈ E (i.e., we represent the black hole
by ∅).

E(r, E′) = E′\{∅} andI(s1; skip ‖ · · · ‖ sk; skip,∅) = (∅,∅);

−→ is the smallest relation defined by the rules in Table 1 such that forr, E −→λ

r′, E′ we have∅ ∈ E ⇒ ∅ ∈ dom(λ).

let F̂i = {(s′1 ‖ · · · ‖ s′k, E) ∈ Q | s′i = skip ∨ s′i = while b do s od; s′′} and
F̃i = {(s′1 ‖ · · · ‖ s′k, E) ∈ Q | s′i = skip ∨ s′i = s; while b do s od; s′′}; then
F = {F̂i | 0 < i 6 k} ∪ {F̃i | 0 < i 6 k}.

1Notice thatv dead iff ¬(v = v). Again, herev alive stands for¬(v dead).
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Table 1. Operational rules for the semantics ofL.

v := w, E −→λ skip, {Xi\{v}|w /∈ Xi}∪{Xi∪{v}|w ∈ Xi}
λ :Xi 7→

�
Xi\{v} if w /∈Xi

Xi∪{v} otherwise

new(v), E −→λ skip, {Xi\{v}|Xi ∈ E} ∪ {{v}}
λ(Xi) = Xi\{v}

v ∈ Xi

del(v), E −→λ skip, (E\{Xi})
λ : Xj 7→

�
Xj if j 6= i
⊥ otherwise

s1, E −→λ s′1, E
′

s1; s2, E −→λ s′
1
; s2, E′

while b do s od, E −→id if b then s;while b do s od else skip fi, E skip; s2, E −→id s2, E

1 6 j 6 k ∧ sj , E −→λ s′j , E
′

s1 ‖ · · · ‖ sj ‖ · · · ‖ sk, E −→λ s1 ‖ · · · ‖ s′j ‖ · · · ‖ sk, E′ ‖ skip, E −→id ‖ skip, E

V(b)(E)

if b then s1 else s2 fi, E −→id s1, E

¬V(b)(E)

if b then s1 else s2 fi, E −→id s2, E

A few remarks are in order.Hp has a single initial states1; skip ‖ · · · ‖ sk; skip,
where each sequential component is terminated by askip statement. The set of accept
states for thei-th sequential component consists of all states in which thecomponent
has either terminated (si = skip) or is processing a loop (which could be infinite).

The condition on∅ in the definition of−→ can be seen as a kind of “preservation
law” of the black hole. In fact, once a state explodes into an unbounded one, the black
hole generated by this explosion will last forever. Note that in Def. 3.1 this is not
always the case. The semantics of the boolean expressions isgiven by the function
V : Bexp × 22PVar

→ B defined byV(v = w,E) = tt if ∃Xi ∈ E : v, w ∈ Xi and
false otherwise,V(b1 ∨ b2, E) = V(b1, E) ∨ V(b2, E), andV(¬b, E) = ¬V(b, E).
Note that‖ skip is a shorthand forskip ‖ . . . ‖ skip. Whenever entityXi is not
referenced by any program variable, the state will become unbounded. EntityXi will
then be mapped byλ onto ∅ (recall that in the special case ofHp we represent∞
by ∅), which can be viewed as a “black hole” collecting every non-referenced entity.
These entities share the property that they cannot be deallocated anymore, thus they
will have the same future, i.e, they will be “floating” in the black holead infinitum.

Although, there may be an unbounded number of entity creations, for the semantics
defined in this section we have the following result:

Theorem 4.2. For anyp ∈ L: Hp is finite state.

In [9] it is shown that|QHp
| is exponential in the number of sequential components of

p and super-exponential in|PVar |.

5. Model-checking AℓℓTL

In this section, we define an algorithm for model-checkingAℓℓTL-formulae against
a HABA. The algorithm extends the tableau method for LTL [14]to AℓℓTL.
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We will evaluateAℓℓTL-formulae on states of a HABA by mapping the free vari-
ables of the formula to entities of the state. It should be clear that, in principle, any
such mapping resolves all basic propositions. In turn, the basic propositions determine
the validity of arbitrary formulae. There are, however, twoobstacles to this principle,
the first of which is slight and the other more difficult to overcome.

It is not always uniquely determined whether or not an entityis fresh in a state.
Our model allows states in which a given entity is consideredfresh when ar-
riving by one incoming transition (since it is not in the codomain of the real-
location associated with that transition), but not when arriving by another (the
entity is the image of an entity in the previous state). This obstacle is dealt with
by duplicatingthe states where such an ambiguity exists.

For variables (of the formula in question) that are mapped onto entities in the
black hole, entity equations are not resolved, since it is not clear whether the
variables are mapped to distinct entities that have imploded into the black hole,
or to the same one. To deal with this obstacle, we introduce anintermediate
layer in the evaluation of the formula on the state. This additional layer consists
of apartial partitioningof the free variables; that is, a set of nonempty, disjoint
subsets of the set of all free variables. An entity equation is then resolved by
the question whether the equated variables are in the same partition. It is the
partitions, rather than the individual variables, that aremapped to the entities.

Assumptions.The duplication proposed above to overcome the first of theseobstacles
is straightforward; we will not work it out in more detail in this paper (see [9] for
details). In the remainder, we assume that the necessary duplication has been carried
out already: that is, we will assume that for every stateq ∈ Q there is an associated
setNq ⊆ Eq that contains the entities that arenew inq; i.e., such that

a) q′ −→λ q impliesEq \ cod(λ) = Nq b) I(q) = (N, θ) impliesN = Nq.

Note that, because of b), we can henceforth assume thatI has justθ as its image — the
componentN is now uniquely associated withq. Another assumption needed below
is that every quantified variable actually appears free in the subformula; that is, we
only consider formulae∃x.φ for which x ∈ fv(φ). Note that this imposes no real
restriction, since∃x.φ is equivalent to∃x.(x alive ∧ φ).

Valuations. A valuation of a formula in a given state is an interpretationof the free
variables of the formula as entities of the state. Such an interpretation establishes the
validity of at least theatomic propositionswithin the formula, i.e., the sub-formulae of
the formx = y (which holds ifx andy are interpreted as the same entity) andx new

(which holds ifx is interpreted as a fresh entity).

Definition 5.1 (valuations). Let E ⊆ Ent∞. An E-valuation is a triple(φ,Ξ,Ψ)
whereφ is anAℓℓTL-formula and

Ξ is a partial partitioning offv(φ); that is,Ξ = {X1, . . . , Xn} such that∅ ⊂
Xi ⊆ fv (φ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n andXi ∩ Xj = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n (but not
necessarily

⋃
nXn = fv(φ), which would make it afull partitioning).
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Θ: Ξ → E is a function mapping the partitions ofΞ to E, such thatΘ is
injective where it maps away from∞ — i.e.,Θ(Xi) = Θ(Xj) 6= ∞ ⇒ i = j.

This is easily lifted to the states of a HABA:(φ,Ξ,Θ) is a q-valuation (for some
q ∈ QH) if it is an Eq-valuation (if ⌈q⌉) or E∞

q -valuation (if ⌊q⌋). We writeVq(φ),
ranged over byv, to denote the set ofq-valuations ofφ, andVq to denote the set ofall
q-valuations. We denote the components of a valuationv as(φv,Ξv,Θv).

A technicality: below we will need to restrict partial partitioning Ξ and mappings
Θ of a valuation(φ,Ξ,Θ) to subformulae ofφ, which means restricting the underlying
sets of (free) variables upon whichΞ andΘ are built to those of that subformula. For
this purpose, we defineΞ ↾ ψ = {X ∩ fv(ψ) | X ∈ Ξ, X ∩ fv(ψ) 6= ∅} andΘ ↾ ψ =
{(X ∩ fv (ψ),Θ(X)) | X ∈ dom(Θ), X ∩ fv (ψ) 6= ∅}.

Theatomic proposition valuationsof a stateq of a HABA are thoseq-valuations of
basic propositions ofAℓℓTL (i.e., freshness predicates and entity equations) that make
the corresponding properties true.

Definition 5.2. LetH be a HABA and letq ∈ QH be arbitrary. Theatomic proposition
valuationsof q are defined by the setAV q ⊆ Vq of all triples(φ,Ξ,Θ) for which one
of the following holds:

φ = tt;

φ = (x = y), andx, y ∈ X for someX ∈ Ξ;

φ = (x new), andx ∈ X ∈ Ξ impliesΘ(X) ∈ Nq.

Closure. Along the lines of [14], we associate to each stateq of a HABA sets of
q-valuations, specifically aimed at establishing the validity of a given formulaφ. For
this purpose, we first collect allAℓℓTL-formulae whose validity is possibly relevant
to the validity of a given formulaφ into the so-calledclosure ofφ.

Definition 5.3. Let φ be anAℓℓTL-formula. Theclosureof φ, CL(φ), is the smallest
set of formulae (identifying¬¬ψ with ψ) such that:

φ, tt, ff ∈ CL(φ);

¬ψ ∈ CL(φ) iff ψ ∈ CL(φ);

if ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ CL(φ) thenψ1, ψ2 ∈ CL(φ);

if ∃x.ψ ∈ CL(φ) thenψ ∈ CL(φ);

if Xψ ∈ CL(φ) thenψ ∈ CL(φ);

if ¬Xψ ∈ CL(φ) thenX¬ψ ∈ CL(φ);

if ψ1 Uψ2 ∈ CL(φ) thenψ1, ψ2,X(ψ1 Uψ2) ∈ CL(φ).

Since valuations map (sets of) variables of a given formula to entities, possibly
to the black hole, it is important to know how many of these variables have to be
taken into account at the most. This is obviously bounded by the number of variables
occurring (free or bound) inφ, but in fact we can be a little more precise: the number
is given byK(φ) defined asK(φ) = max {|fv (ψ)| | ψ ∈ CL(φ)}.
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The interesting case for the model checking construction iswhen one or more vari-
ables are indeed mapped to the black hole. Among other things, we will then have to
make sure that sufficiently many entities of the state have imploded into the black hole
to meet the demands of the valuation. For this purpose, we introduce theblack number
of a function, which is the number of entities that that function maps (implodes) into
the black hole. For an arbitrary setA and (partial) mappingα : A ⇀ Ent∞ we define
Ω(α) = |{a ∈ A | α(a) = ∞}|.

Tableau graph. We now construct a graph that will be the basis of the model checking
algorithm. The nodes of this graph, calledatomsafter [14], are built from states of a
HABA, valuations of formulae from the closure, and a bound onthe black number.

Definition 5.4. Given a HABA H and anAℓℓTL-formula φ, an atom is a triple
(q,D, k) whereq ∈ QH,D ⊆ {v ∈ Vq(ψ) | ψ ∈ CL(φ),Ω(Θv) ≤ k} andk ≤ K(φ)
if ⌊q⌋ or k = 0 if ⌈q⌉, such that for allv = (ψ,Ξ,Θ) ∈ Vq with ψ ∈ CL(φ) and
Ω(Θ) ≤ k:

if v ∈ AV q, thenv ∈ D;

if ψ = ¬ψ′, thenv ∈ D iff (ψ′,Ξ,Θ) /∈ D;

if ψ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2, thenv ∈ D iff (ψi,Ξ ↾ ψi,Θ ↾ ψi) ∈ D for i = 1 or i = 2;

if ψ = ∃x.ψ′, thenv ∈ D iff there exists a(ψ′,Ξ′,Θ′) ∈ D such thatΞ =
Ξ′ ↾ ψ, Θ = Θ′ ↾ ψ andx ∈

⋃
Ξ′;

if ψ = ¬Xψ′, thenv ∈ D iff (X¬ψ′,Ξ,Θ) ∈ D;

if ψ = ψ1 Uψ2, thenv ∈ D iff either (ψ2,Ξ ↾ ψ2,Θ ↾ ψ2) ∈ D, or both
(ψ1,Ξ ↾ ψ1,Θ ↾ ψ1) ∈ D and(Xψ,Ξ,Θ) ∈ D.

The set of all atoms for a given formulaφ constructed on top ofH is denotedAH(φ),
ranged over byA,B. We denote the components of an atomA by (qA, DA, kA).

Definition 5.5. The tableau graphfor a HABA H and an ATL-formulaφ, denoted
GH(φ), consists of verticesAH(φ) and edges→ ⊆ AH(φ) × (Ent∞ ⇀ Ent∞) ×
AH(φ) determined by:

(q,D, k) −→λ (q′, D′, k′) iff q −→λ q
′,

∀Xψ∈CL(φ) : (Xψ,Ξ,Θ)∈D ⇔ (ψ,Ξ, λ ◦ Θ)∈D′,

k′ =

{
min(K(φ), k + Ω(λ)) if ⌊q′⌋
0 if ⌈q′⌉.

Note that ifH is finite-state, thenGH(φ) can be effectively constructed: the set of
atoms is finite for every given state. Apath through a tableau graph is an infinite se-
quence of states and transitions, starting at an initial state of the HABA and satisfying
the acceptance condition of the HABA, such that all “until”-subformulae in any of the
atoms are satisfied somewhere further down the sequence.

Definition 5.6. An allocational pathin GH(φ) is an infinite sequenceπ=(q0, D0, k0)
λ0 (q1, D1, k1) λ1 · · · such that:
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1 q0λ0q1λ1 · · · ∈ runs(H);

2 for all i ≥ 0, (qi, Di, ki) −→λi
(qi+1, Di+1, ki+1);

3 for all i ≥ 0 and all (ψ1 Uψ2,Ξ,Θ) ∈ Di, there exists aj ≥ i such that
(ψ2,Ξ ↾ ψ2, λj−1 ◦ · · ·λi ◦ (Θ ↾ ψ2)) ∈ Dj .

Given an allocational pathπ in GH(φ) of this form, we say thatπ fulfills φ if the
underlying runρ = q0λ0q1λ1 · · · generates an allocation triple(σ,N, θ) with a gen-
erator(hi)i∈N such thatk0 = min(K(φ),Ω(h0)) andσ,N, θ � φ. If φ is clear from
the context, we callπ a fulfilling path. Furthermore, if there exists(σ,N, θ) ∈ L(H)
such thatσ,N, θ |= φ we say thatφ isH-satisfiable.

This sets the stage for the main results. We first state the correspondence between
the fulfilment of a formula by a path and the presence of that formula in the initial
atom of the path. For a partition interpretationΘ let Θ: fv(φ) ⇀ Ent∞ (flatteningof
Θ) be defined asΘ: x 7→ Θ(X) if x ∈ X ∈ dom(Θ).

Proposition 5.7. A pathπ in GH(φ) fulfills φ if and only if there exists(φ,Ξ,Θ) ∈
D0 (for someΞ,Θ) such thatIH(q0) = Θ.

Furthermore, there is a correspondence between the satisfiability of a formula in
the HABA and the existence of a fulfilling path in the tableau graph.

Proposition 5.8. φ isH-satisfiable iff there exists a path inGH(φ) that fulfills φ.

From now on we can (almost) rely on standard theory (see [14]). The first observa-
tion is that a tableau graph can have infinitely many different paths, therefore looking
for a fulfilling path forφ is still not an effective method for model checking. We need
the following definitions.

A subgraphG′ ⊆ GH(φ) is self-fulfilling if every nodeA in G′ has at least an
outgoing edge and for every(ψ1 Uψ2,Ξ,Θ) ∈ DA there exists a nodeB ∈ G′ s.t.

A = A0 −→λ0
A1 −→λ1

· · · −→λi−2
Ai−1 −→λi−1

Ai = B

(ψ2,Ξ ↾ ψ2, λi−1 ◦ · · ·λ0 ◦ (Θ ↾ ψ2)) ∈ DB.

A prefix in GH(φ) is a sequenceA0 −→λ0
A1 −→λ1

· · · −→λi−2
Ai−1 −→λi−1

Ai such
thatA0 is an initial atom (i.e.,qA0

∈ IH) andAi is in a self-fulfilling subgraph.
Let Inf (π) denote the set of nodes that appear infinitely often in the pathπ. Inf (π)

is a strongly connected subgraph (SCS). We can prove the following implications:

Proposition 5.9. π is a fulfilling path inGH(φ) ⇒ Inf (π) is a self-fulfilling SCS of
GH(φ).

Proposition 5.10. LetG′ ⊆ GH(φ) be self-fulfilling SCS such that

there exists a fulfilling prefix ofG′ starting at an initial atomAwith (φ,Ξ,Θ) ∈
DA such thatIH(qA) = Θ;

for all F ∈ FH : F ∩ {q|(q,D, k) ∈ G′} 6= ∅;

Then there exists a pathπ in GH(φ) that fulfilsφ and such thatInf (π) = G′.
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Finally, we present the main result of the paper:

Theorem 5.11. For any HABAH and formulaφ, it is decidable whether or notφ is
H-satisfiable.

The complexity of the algorithm is double exponential in|φ|, polynomial in|QH|
(conjecture) and in the largest number of entities (in a state). A detailed analysis can
be found in [9].

6. Related and future work

History-dependent automata. History-dependent (HD) automata [16] are the
main inspiration for HABAs. An HD-automaton is an automatonwhere states, transi-
tions and labels are equipped with a set of local names that can be created dynamically.
HD-automata represent an adequate model for history-dependent formalisms such as
theπ-calculus. Reallocation of entities in HABA resembles the reallocation of names
in HD-automata. The novelty introduced in HABAs is the blackhole abstraction. This
key feature allows us to deal with a possibly unbounded number of entities.

Spatial logic. Related toAℓℓTL, concerning properties of freshness, is the Spatial
Logic (SL) [4, 3]. SL is defined for the Ambient Calculus and has modalities that refer
to space as well as time. Freshness can be identified in SL using a special quantifier,
and has a somewhat different interpretation than inAℓℓTL. In SL “fresh” means dis-
tinct from any name used in the formula and in the model satisfying it. If there is a
fresh name, there are infinitely many of them. In contrast, inAℓℓTL, if an entity is
fresh it means that the entity is used in the current state anddid not appear previously.
This conceptual difference has several consequences. For instance, there exist non-
contradictoryAℓℓTL-formulae where more than one distinct fresh entity is identified
in the same state. Another difference between SL andAℓℓTL concerns quantifica-
tion. In SL, quantification is over a fixed (countable) set of names, whereas inAℓℓTL,
quantification ranges over entities that are alive in the current state. This set is not
fixed from state to state. Therefore, e.g.,∀x.Xφ is not equivalent toX∀x.φ.

Tableau-based methods.There are basically two approaches to model-checking
temporal logics: the automata-theoretic approach (for LTL[19] and CTL [10, 13]) and
the tableau method. Tableaux are typically used for the solution of more general prob-
lems, like satisfiability. For model checking, the tableau approach was first developed
for CTL [6, 2]. Our algorithm is based on the tableau method for LTL reported in [14].

Model-checking and logics for object-oriented systems.Model-checking tools
for object-oriented systems are becoming more and more popular, but the property
specification formalisms are not tailored towards properties over objects (such as allo-
cation and de-allocation). Bandera [7] is a model checker for Java that uses abstract in-
terpretation and program slicing to yield compact state spaces. Another model checker
for Java is Java PathFinder [12]. JPF employs garbage collection in order to obtain a
finite state space. Dynamic creation of objects is only supported to a limited extent (the
number of created objects must be bounded). The verificationof (only) safetyprop-
erties for systems with an unbounded number of objects is recently reported in [20].
Opposed to our approach which always provides correct answers, this approach may
report false negatives. Apart from these tool-oriented approaches, several temporal
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logics for object-oriented systems have been defined [18, 11, 8], that, however, do not
support primitives for the birth and death of objects.

Future work. In the future we plan to investigate the use of HABA-like models for
the definition of the semantics of more realistic OOP languages. The first step would
be the definition of automata where entities can reference each other. Another (long
term) open research question that needs further investigation is satisfiability ofAℓℓTL.
Similarly, it would be interesting to develop a proof theoryfor AℓℓTL, as well as, to
explore a possible embedding of LTL inAℓℓTL.
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